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Abstract:

Recently, transformer-based models showed great success in sentiment analysis and were considered as the
state-of-the-art model for various languages. However, the accuracy of Arabic sentiment analysis still needs
improvements. In this work, we proposed a stacking architecture of Arabic sentiment analysis by combing
different BERT models. We also create a large-scale dataset of Arabic sentiment analysis by merging small
publicly available datasets. The experimental study proves the efficiency of the proposed approach in terms of
classification accuracy compared to single model architecture.

1

INTRODUCTION

Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) research field that spotlights on looking over people’s opinions, sentiments, and emotions. SA techniques are categorized into symbolic
and sub-symbolic approaches. The former use lexical and ontologies (Dragoni et al., 2018) to encode
the associated polarity with words and multi-word
expressions. The latter consist of supervised, semisupervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques that perform sentiment classification based on
word co-occurrence frequencies. Among all these
techniques, the most popular are based on deep neural networks. Some hybrid frameworks leverage both
symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches. SA can be
seen as a multi-step process including data retrieval,
data extraction, data pre-processing, and feature extraction. The ultimate subtasks of sentiment classification allow three types of classification: polarity classification, intensity classification, and emotion identification. The first type classifies the text
as positive, negative or neutral, while the second type
identifies the polarity degree as very positive, positive, negative or very negative. The third classification
identifies the emotion such as sadness, anger or happiness. Practically, Arabic language has a complex
nature, due to its ambiguity and rich morphological
system. This nature associated with various dialects
and the lack of resources represent a challenge for the
a

progress of Arabic sentiment analysis research. The
major contributions of our present work are:
• Creating a large-scale sentiment Arabic datasets
(LargeASA) for Arabic sentiment analysis’s task.
• Using an adjusted model ASA Medium BERT.
• Designing a new staking approach (also known
as Stacked Generalization ) for Arabic Sentiment
Analysis by combing three BERT based models
(Arabic-BERT (Safaya et al., 2020), AraBERT
(Antoun et al., 2020) and mBERT (Jacob et al.,
2019)).

2

RELATED WORK

The learning based approaches of ASA can be classified into two categories : classical machine learning
approaches, and deep learning approaches.

2.1

Classical Machine Learning
Approaches for ASA

Machine learning (ML) methods have broadly been
used for sentiment analysis. ML addresses sentiment analysis as a text classification problem. Many
approaches such as support vector machine (SVM),
maximum entropy (ME), naive Bayes (NB) algorithm, and artificial neural networks (ANNs) have
been proposed to handle ASA. NB and SVM are
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the most commonly exploited machine learning algorithms for solving the sentiment classification problem (Imran et al., 2018) Al-Rubaiee et al. (AlRubaiee et al., 2016) performed polarity classification, and rating classification by using SVM, MNB,
and BNB. They achieved 90% accuracy polarity classification and 50% accuracy rating classification.

2.2

Deep Learning Approaches for ASA

Using DL is less abandoned in Arabic SA than in
English SA. (Socher et al., 2013) proposed an RNN
(Recurrent neural network) based approach which is
trained on a constructed sentiment treebank and improved the sentence-level sentiment analysis on English datasets. (Rangel et al., 2019) used CNN model
for SA tasks and a Stanford segmenter to perform
tweets tokenization and normalization. They used
Word2vec for word embedding with ASTD datasets.
(Alhumoud et al., 2015a) used a LSTM-CNN
model with only two unbalanced classes (Positive and
negative) among four classes (objective, subjective
positive, subjective negative, and subjective mixed)
form ASTD.
Since its appearance in 2018, many pretrained versions of BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) has been proposed for sequence learning such as ASA. The recent
trend in sentiment analysis is based on BERT representation. Let’s briefly describe and remind BERT
and the different versions that handle Arabic texts.
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers) is pre-trained by conditioning on both
left and right context in all layers, unlike previous language representation models. Applying BERT to any
NLP task needs only to fine-tune one additional output layer to the downstream task (see Figure 1).

The multilingual BERT (mBERT) (Jacob et al.,
2019) model is trained on many languages including
Arabic and it serves as a universal language modeling.
(ElJundi et al., 2019) developed an Arabic specific universal language model (ULM), hULMonA.
They fine tune mBERT ULM for ASA. They collected a benchmark dataset for ULM evaluation with
sentiment analysis. (Safaya et al., 2020) proposed
ArabicBERT which is a set of pre-trained transformer language models for arabic language. They
used a base version of arabic BERT model (bert-basearabic). (Antoun et al., 2020) created AraBERTv02
based on the BERT model. It was trained on Arabic
corpora consisting of internet text and news articles
of (8.6B tokens). (Lan et al., 2020) introduced GigaBERTv3 which is a bilingual BERT for English
and Arabic. It was pre-trained on a large corpra
(Gigaword, Oscar and Wikipedia). (Abdul-Mageed
et al., 2020) designed MARBERT and ArBERT.
Both are built based on the BERT-based model except for MARBERT. ArBERT was trained on a collection of Arabic datasets which are mostly books and
articles written in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).
While MARBERT trained both Dialectal (DA) and
MSA tweets, it does not output the next sentence prediction (NSP) objective as it is trained on short tweets.
Additionally, MARBERT and ArBERT were experimented on the ArSarcasm dataset (Farha and Magdy,
2020). Finally (Abdelali et al., 2021) trained QARiB
(QCRI Arabic and Dialectal BERT) on a collection of
Arabic tweets and sentences of text written on MSA.

3

PROPOSED APPROACHES

In this paper, we realised a stacked generalization
BERT model by stacking designing training a meta
learning algorithm to combine the predictions of
three BERT models dedicated to the Arabic language
(Arabic-BERT, mBERT and AraBERT).
The Data pipeline consists of the following steps:
• We first apply tokenization to break up the input
texts into tokens. Figure 2 presents the result of
Arabic-BERT and mBERT tokenizers applied to
an example sentence (S). We observe that ArabicBERT tokenizer is more appropriate for Arabic
because it considers the characteristic of Arabic
morphology.
• Afterward, we convert each text to a BERT’s format by adding the special [CLS] token at the beginning of each text and [SEP] token between sentences and the end;

Figure 1: BERT based architecturefor ASA.
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Figure 2: Comparison between Arabic BERT (a) and mBERT (b) tokenizer.

• We map each token to an index based on the pretrained BERT’s vocabulary.

3.1

ASA based on Arabic BERT Model
(ASA-medium BERT)

In this section, we propose an ASA based on the
Arabic BERT model. As mentioned on the original paper, Arabic BERT is delivered in four versions: bert-mini-arabic, bert-medium-arabic, bertbase-arabic and bert-large-arabic. We applied a grid
search strategy to find the best Arabic BERT version with the best hyperparameters (Chouikhi et al.,
2021) . Table 1 represents hyper-parameters of Arabic
BERT for ASA used after our fine-tuning. We used
the AJGT dataset (Alomari et al., 2017) as a testing
dataset.
Among all cited works, the approach of Ali Safaya
(Safaya et al., 2020) is the closest to our approach.
Figure 3 depicts the proposed architecture for arabic SA. Our architecture is composed of three blocks.
The first block describes the text pre-processing step
where we used an arabic BERT tokenizer to split
the word into tokens. Second block is the training
model. Arabic BERT model is used with only 8 encoder (Medium case (Safaya et al., 2020)). The output of last four hidden layers is concatenated to get
a size representation vector 512x4x128 with 16 batch
size. The pooling operation’s output is concatenated
and flattened to be later on crossed a dense layer and
a Softmax function to get the final label. Third block
is about the classifier where we used a dropout layer
for some regularization and a fully-connected layer
for our output.
Table 1: Hyper-parameters of ASA-medium BERT.

Hyper-parameters
Batch-size
dropout
Max length
Hidden size
lr
Optimizer
Epochs
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Value
16
0.1
128
512
2e-5
AdamW
10/20/50

Figure 3: ASA-medium BERT architecture.

Table 1 displays the hyperparameters of the proposed model. The overall model is trained by AdamW
optimizer. We note that with hyperparameters optimization by grid search strategy, we outperform the
approach of (Safaya et al., 2020).
Table 2 explain the architectural differences between ASA-medium BERT model, Arabic BERT
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Table 2: Architectural differences between ASA-medium BERT, AraBERT and Arabic BERT models.

ASA-medium BERT
Arabic BERT (Safaya et al., 2020)
AraBERT (Antoun et al., 2020)

Batch-size
16
16/32
512/128

(Safaya et al., 2020) and AraBERT (Antoun et al.,
2020) ones. It shows that with an Arabic tokenizer
the number of encoders in the Arabic BERT model
influences the accuracy value.

3.2

Stacking BERT based Model for
ASA

A Stacking model is a hierarchical model ensemble
framework in which the predictions, generated by using various machine learning base modes, are used as
inputs for a meta-model. The objective of the metamodel is to optimally combine the base model predictions to form a new classifier. In this work we
used Medium Arabic BERT (Safaya et al., 2020),
AraBERT (Antoun et al., 2020) and mBERT (Jacob
et al., 2019) as base model and a fully connected layer
as a meta-model (Figure 4).

Epochs
5
10
27

4
4.1

Layers
8
12
12

Activation function
Softmax
ReLU
Softmax

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Datasets

In this paper we perform experiments on three available datasets HARD, LABR and AJGT (Table 3). All
were split into two subsets: 80% for training, and 20%
for testing.
• Hotel Arabic Reviews Dataset (HARD) (Elnagar
et al., 2018) contains 93,700 reviews. Each one
has two parts: positive comments and negative
comments. It covers 1858 hotels contributed by
30889 users.
• Large-scale Arabic Book Reviews (LABR) (Aly
and Atiya, 2013) contains over 63,000 book reviews in Arabic.
• Arabic Jordanian General Tweets (AJGT) (Alomari et al., 2017) contains 1,800 tweets annotated
as positive and negative.
• Large scale Arabic Sentiment Analyis
(LargeASA). We agragate HARD, LABRR,
and AJGT datasets into a large corpus for ASA.
This dataset is publicly available upon request.
Table 3: Statistics of used datasets.

Dataset
LABR
HARD
AJGT
LargeASA

Figure 4: Stacking BERT based model for ASA.

In the experiment section, we will envisage three
stacking scenarios: auto stacking of each BERT, pairwise stacking, and entire stacking of the three BERT
models.

Samples
63,000
93,700
1,800
158,500

Labels
positive / negative
positive / negative
positive / negative
positive / negative

Table 4 indicates the variation of the accuracy
value according to the used method and datasets. It
shows that we have a competition between our model
(ASA-medium BERT) and (Antoun et al., 2020) one.
Our model gives the best result for LABR, AJGT
and ArsenTD-Lev ((Baly et al., 2019)) datasets; while
(Antoun et al., 2020) works give the best result with
ASTD and HARD datasets. We found a slight difference in the accuracy value between the two works
( 92,6% compared to 91% for ASTD dataset ((Nabil
et al., 2015)) and 86,7% compared to 87% for LABR
datasets). However, our model gives a very good result with ArsenTD-Lev dataset (75% compared to an
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Table 4: Comparison between ASA-medium BERT and the previous ASA approaches.

Model \Dataset
CNN(Ghanem et al., 2019)
LSTM (Shoukry and Rafea, 2012)
LSTM-CNN (Alhumoud et al., 2015b)
CNN-CROW(Eskander and Rambow, 2015)
DE-CNN-G1(Dahou et al., 2019)
LR(Harrat et al., 2019)
GNB(Harrat et al., 2019)
SVM(Aly and Atiya, 2013)
Arabic-BERT base
hULMonA (ElJundi et al., 2019)
AraBERT
mBERT
ASA-medium BERT

AJGT
93.06%
93.8%
83.6%
96.11%

LABR
71%
84.97%
85%
50%
86.7%
83%
87%

HARD
95.7%
96.2%
95.7%
95%

ASTD
79%
81%
81%
72.14%
82.48%
87.10%
86%
71.4%
69.9%
92.6%
91%

ArsenTD-Lev
55.2%
52.4%
59.4%
75%

Table 5: Comparison between the base models.

Model \Dataset
ASA-medium BERT
mBERT
AraBERT

AJGT
96.11%
83.6%
93.8 %

LargeASA
90%
83%
85%

LABR
87%
85%
86.7%

HARD
95%
95.7%
96.2 %

Table 6: Auto stacking base models.

Model \Dataset
ASA-medium BERT x2
mBERT x2
AraBERT x2

AJGT
94%
83%
77 %

LargeASA
90 %
86%
87 %

LABR
90%
87%
86%

HARD
96%
95%
96%

Table 7: Pairwise Stacking BERT models.

Model \Dataset
ASA-medium BERT+ mBERT
ASA-medium BERT+ AraBERT
mBERT + AraBERT

accuracy value that does not exceed 60% with others
models).
Table 5 shows a comparison between the three
base models that are used in the stacking approach. It
shows that Medium Arabic BERT is the most performant and mBERT is the less performant. We will envisage different stacking strategies of these base models to strengthen them.

4.2

Auto Stacking Strategy

We aim to strengthen each base model by stacking it
with its self. The numerical results are displayed in
Table 6. By cross comparing Table 5 and Table 6, we
conclude that performance of the model did not improved by auto stacking a model with itself. This is
may be due to the fact that we have only small number of classes; positive and negative and it may be
interesting to check the efficiency of auto stacking for
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AJGT
94%
90%
78 %

LargeASA
90%
90 %
88%

LABR
90 %
88%
88%

HARD
96 %
96 %
95%

large number of classes such as the sentiment analysis
with intensity.

4.3 Pairwise Stacking Strategy
In this set of experiments, we stack the base models in
a pairwise manner. Table 7 details the results obtained
by applying two different models. It shows that the
other BERT based model can be strengthen by stacking them with ASA-medium BERT .

4.4 Complete Stacking Strategy
Finally, we completely stack the three base models:
Arabic BERT, AraBERT and mBERT (see Table 8).
From all the stacking scenarios, we conclude that the
best way is to autostack ASA-medium BERT with it
self.

Stacking BERT based Models for Arabic Sentiment Analysis

Table 8: Complete Stacking BERT models.

Model \Dataset
ASA-medium BERT+ mBERT +AraBERT

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a stacked generalization
approach for Arabic sentiment analysis. We have
used Medium Arabic BERT, AraBERT and mBERT
as base models. Firstly, we proved that by implementing a single arabic medium BERT model we outperform the state of the art for ASA. Secondly, the experiment results showed that the stacking strategy improves the accuracy. As a continuity of this contribution, we plan to generalize our results to the sentiment
analysis with intensities case.
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